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Abstract. During the operation and maintenance phase of buildings operators need to perform onsite maintenance activities to prevent functional failures of technical equipment. As this phase is the longest and most expensive one respective improvements can significantly reduce the overall life-cycle budget. Based on their previous work, in this paper the authors present an Augmented Reality (AR) based concept and implementation to support mobile and onsite maintenance activities by (1) preparing and generating AR work order instructions based on Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) information, (2) using these to aid the actual onsite maintenance job using hybrid 3D tracking, and (3) creating enhanced and context-related maintenance service reports to be fed back to the PLM system. Preliminary results reveal the potential of the proposed solution, but also leave room for future improvements.

1. Introduction

The operation and maintenance phase is the longest and most expensive period within the life-cycle of a building or a facility. During this period operators need to perform onsite maintenance tasks to prevent functional failures of technical equipment. Improving current onsite maintenance procedures can significantly reduce the overall life-cycle budget, since it is estimated that more than 85% of the entire life-cycle costs are actually spent on facility management (Teicholz 2004).

Although computer-supported systems have been utilized, it has been reported that still 50% of the onsite maintenance time is solely spent on localizing inspection targets and navigating indoors. (Lee, Akin 2011). Moreover, Hou et al. (2015) have recently concluded that a context-sensitive Augmented Reality (AR) based onsite maintenance procedure for a complex piping system can reduce (1) the total work time by 55% and (2) the error by 50%.

In order to digitally support facility maintenance operators in performing their daily onsite jobs, the authors have previously proposed and tested an Augmented Reality based framework that integrates Building Information Models, natural AR markers and IMU data to support indoor navigation (Neges et al. 2015; Koch et al. 2014). In this paper, however, we present a complementary part of the overall research framework that is related to preparing AR based maintenance instructions offline, using them to support the actual onsite maintenance job, and finally create service reports.

2. Background

Leading projects for AR-based maintenance tasks were ARVIKA (ARVIKA 2003) and STARMATE (Schwald et al. 2001). They focused on AR prototypes and their usability in automotive and aircraft construction as well as machinery and plant manufacturing. The main challenges, however, were the technical possibilities for developing usable and powerful mobile device and robust tracking functionalities. A fundamental finding of the follow-up project ARTESAS (ARTESAS 2004) is the need for IT-based support for the generation of AR
maintenance work instructions (Wohlgemuth, Friedrich 2007). Therefore, Saske (2008) focused on the integration of AR maintenance orders in Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems for the purpose of generating AR maintenance work instruction based on PLM product structures and available wireframe object models. However, a major drawback is that the overlay of the wireframe object models with real maintenance objects has to be done manually by the user. Mader and Urban (2010) provided an approach for textual work instructions with a specific formularized structure to overlay the maintenance objects with specific visual information, e.g. the work instruction, the used tool and direction indicators for the disassembly process. They used 2D marker tracking and neglected the visualisation of 3D models. The limitation of hardware performance on mobile device led to approaches for outsourcing the tracking and visualisation of 3D models to servers. Following this up, Fründ (2007) provided an approach for AR on mobile devices. The rapid development of high performance smart devices, like phones and tables, enables new approaches for AR solutions. Therefore, existing AR frameworks offer robust 3D tracking functionalities. This combination of modern AR frameworks and up-to-date smart devices is highly promising.

The usability of AR for maintenance task is not limited to the mobile AR software. Rather, an intuitive authoring tool to generate AR specific work instructions is crucial (Steindecker et al. 2014). Some standard 3D-CAD software tools support the generation of work instructions (Wang et al. 2013). Based on the 3D model, the generation of different work steps is very intuitive. However, these instructions are administered specifically to the program and can only be exported as static animations. For that reason, an integration in a dynamic and interactive step-by-step AR work instruction is not possible. In fact, the structure of the work instructions has to be similar to what is presented by Mader and Urban (2010) to actually support an interactive maintenance task. It is conspicuous that AR solutions are limited to visualisation of information and 3D models as an overlay to the real world. Thereby, AR enables new interaction concepts, e.g. intuitive identification of defect parts or position related photos for advanced service reports.

Analysing current approaches the authors have identified seven main requirements for AR work instructions:

1. Use of product information (e.g. product structures and 3D models) from PLM system
2. Intuitive generation of single work steps based on the 3D model
3. Visualisation of affected parts (e.g. screws to unscrew) for the specific work steps on the 3D model
4. Addition of visual hints (e.g. direction indicators for disassembly parts)
5. Flexible structure format of the work instruction
6. Advanced service reports based on interaction in AR
7. Robust tracking of the maintenance object

In summary, there are several existing approaches for AR in maintenance tasks, which all focus on different aspects and meet several, but not all requirements. Currently, an overall approach to generate interactive maintenance work instructions based on product information and to overlay real maintenance objects by using 3D tracking functions is missing.
3. Evaluation of a current standard Augmented Reality framework

In order to fulfil the last requirement (robust tracking) the authors have evaluated existing tracking methods implemented in standard AR frameworks. Neges (2015) has identified six conditions to guarantee the usability of AR in maintenance process. There are five conditions aiming at the robustness of the tracking method, e.g. light conditions, defilement or damages on the surface. Furthermore, the operation under real conditions requires the tracking of the real maintenance objects without the need for additional and artificially placed markers.

Table 1: Evaluation of tracking methods implemented in standard AR frameworks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracking method</th>
<th>No need for artificial placed markers</th>
<th>Robustness: damages</th>
<th>Robustness: light conditions</th>
<th>Robustness: pollution</th>
<th>Robustness: various perspectives</th>
<th>Robustness: various distances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID marker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackness marker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-based tracking</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-based tracking</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-based depth</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-pixel-based</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the evaluation shows, a hybrid 3D tracking method is recommended. In this method, the tracking initialisation is based on a virtual edge model, generated automatically from the CAD file. After the initialisation, a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm detects the environment of the real object and a 3D point cloud map will be generated in the background of the tracking process. This point cloud will be continuously extended and enables the user to move freely around the maintenance object. There is no need to hold a specific point or element in the camera view to keep the tracking going. This hybrid 3D tracking function is only available in one current standard AR framework, the metaioSDK.

3.1 Verification of 3D tracking functions

To guarantee the operation under real conditions, a mobile prototype is implemented on an iPad Air and the Metaio SDK 5.5. The maintenance demonstration object is a smoke detector (Figure 1), which is installed in the buildings of the Ruhr University of Bochum.

Figure 1: Demonstration object to verify the hybrid 3D tracking

The executed tests have shown, that the hybrid 3D tracking has high potential for the operation of maintenance tasks under real conditions. Figure 2 shows an excerpt from the comprehensive results. The defilement was simulated by different grades of graffiti painting (Figure 2a), which
can be found frequently in reality. The edge based tracking initialisation was even successful with a high grade of defilement (Figure 2b and c). Furthermore, the combination of edge base tracking initialisation and point based tracking enables the progressive disassembly of the real object (Figure 2d, e and f).

4. Proposed Approach

Figure 3 depicts the authors’ overall research framework that mainly consists of three parts: (1) digital work order preparation (local), (2) onsite indoor navigation (mobile), and (3) onsite maintenance support (mobile). The digital work order preparation is the collection and integration of all required information based on digital building and product models. Therefore, a web based AR Maintenance (ARM) management system is needed. On the one hand, 3D building models are usually created within the Building Information Modelling (BIM) approach in the AEC domain. On the other hand, product models, e.g. for technical equipment and installations, are created and managed in Product Life-cycle Management (PLM) systems in the mechanical engineering domain. The second part encompasses BIM based route calculation and AR supported indoor navigation using natural markers and IMU data. Details on this part of the framework can be found in (Neges et al. 2015; Koch et al. 2014).
This paper focusses on the third part of the overall framework, which is AR supported onsite maintenance support (as highlighted in Figure 3). The proposed approach mainly comprises the following three main sub tasks:

- Creating AR based maintenance instructions and generating a digital maintenance work order (local, offline)
- AR supported onsite maintenance (mobile, online), and
- Creating maintenance reports (mobile, online)

Focusing on these sub tasks, the subsequent sections present the developed concepts and visualization tools in detail as well as a proof of concept using the case study of maintaining a smoke detector.

4.1 Product information from PLM-System

The PLM-System contains all required product information, e.g. the 3D models of the product including parts, the product structure and metadata information. This information can be distinguished into two groups: textual information like the product structure or metadata and geometrical information, the 3D models. To offer a flexible data exchange to the provided management system, the textual information can be administrated by an XML scheme file (Figure 4). Each element (product, part, assembly) has a unique PLM ID that ensures the consistent relationship between the PLM system and the ARM management system.

```
<PRODUCT name="Name of the product" PLM_ID="ID from PLM-System">  
  Optional block for each assembly/part of the structure  
  <MetaDatenBlock>  
    <DATA name="Name of the data" Value="Value of the data"/>  
    ... freely expandable  
  </MetaDatenBlock>  
  <PART name="Name of the part" PLM_ID="ID from PLM-System"/>  
  <ASSEMBLY name="Name of the assembly" PLM_ID="ID from PLM-System"/>  
  <PART name="Name of the part" PLM_ID="ID from PLM-System"/>  
  <ASSEMBLY name="Name of the assembly" PLM_ID="ID from PLM-System"/>  
  <PART name="Name of the part" PLM_ID="ID from PLM-System"/>  
</ASSEMBLY>  
</ASSEMBLY>  
... freely expandable for more parts and assemblies  
</PRODUCT>
```

Figure 4: Formalized format for product structure and metadata

The format of the 3D models depends on the used CAD authoring tool. CAD file formats are proprietary and have to be converted to neutral viewing formats, such as JT or STEP. In the field of visualisation on mobile smart devices, the Wavefront OBJ format plays a central role because of the similar structure to OpenGL for 3D rendering. If the product is stored in one CAD file, a separation of the including parts is also needed to enable the interaction with each part individually in the following process. The OBJ data structure allows a simple separation of the parts by batch scripting. Therefore, a conversion of the CAD data to the OBJ format can be realised by a batch process on a conversion server. Within this conversion, the OBJ model is used for the automatic derivation of the edge model, which is needed for the recommended hybrid 3D tracking (see section 3). As a result, a second OBJ, which implies the edge model is generated. The XML and the OBJ files are stored in a container file (Figure 5).
4.2 AR based maintenance work instruction

The use of OBJ files for the 3D representation offers the opportunity to realize a generation of maintenance work instructions based on a standard 3D viewing system. This standard 3D viewing system has to be extended with functionalities to create single work steps (Figure 5). Within each step, a work instruction is needed. This textual information will be extended with several visual information. Each first work step refers to specific parts of the product. For example, in the first work step the four screws on the front panel have to be removed and these screws will be highlighted in the later AR application. Therefore, three different activities are required, (a) highlight a part, (b) disassemble a part and hide it in the next work steps and (c) assemble a part and show it in the virtual model. In addition, the concept considers a library for visual hints, which is available in the viewing system and the mobile application. The library offers all available hints and each hint gets a unique ID. A visual hint can be direction indicators for disassembly parts or textual information about the defined tool used for this work step. This ID minimizes the required data exchange, because no geometrical information has to be transferred. Each hint can be loaded from the local library, within the viewing system or on the mobile application, based on its unique ID. Therefore, all information can also be stored in a corresponding XML scheme file (Figure 6).

```xml
<WORDINSTRUCTION name="Description">
  <WORKSTEP name="Name of this work step">
    <INSTRUCTION>Description of the work instruction for this step</INSTRUCTION>
    <PART name="Name of the affected part" activity="Activity for this part in this step?">
      .........../freely expandable
      //optional hints block
      <HINT ID="ID of the hint">
        <POSITION X="X.Coordinate" Y="Y.Coordinate" Z="Z.Coordinate"/>
        <ROTATION RX="Rotation in X"RY="Rotation in Y" RZ="Rotation in Z"/>
        <SCALE="Scale factor"/>
      </HINT>
      .........../freely expandable
    </PART>
  </WORKSTEP>
  .........../freely expandable
</WORDINSTRUCTION>
```

Figure 6: Formulized format for AR maintenance work instruction

4.3 AR based service report

As already mentioned, the presented approach is not limited to AR passive visualisation. AR offers new interaction concepts and can be used to enhance the information flow in reports as
feedback from service process. If problems occur during the service process, e.g. broken cable or screw head, the service technician can easily identify the correct part number by clicking on the overlay of the virtual 3D model on the touchscreen and add a position related photo with redlining marks to a service report. According to the textual description of the problem and this additional visual information, further maintenance tasks can be planned more precisely and faster. As with all information exchange processes in our approach, a formalized XML structure is used for service reports.

The correct identification of the defect part in the 3D model is a direct feedback to the visualisation in the 3D Viewer, which is used for the generation of work instructions. The 3D viewer is also responsible for the illustration of the service reports (Figure 7).

![Figure 7: Concept of maintenance work instructions and service reports](image)

5. Preliminary results

In order to test and verify the proposed method, software prototypes have been designed and implemented. The viewer for generation of maintenance work steps (local, offline) is implemented as a 3D PDF template using Adobe Acrobat Professional X and JavaScript (8).

The mobile prototype is implemented on an iPad Air (CPU: 1.4GHz dual-core A7, camera resolution: 1920x1080px), and the AR framework metaio SDK 5.5 (Figure 9).

Figure 10 shows the additional steps during the creation of service reports. The service technician can easily and intuitively add defective parts by touching the overlay of the virtual model (Fig. 10a), without knowing any details about the part itself. Furthermore, position related photos with redlining marks can be added (Fig. 10 b).
Figure 8: Screenshot of the prototype (offline) - Creating maintenance instructions

Figure 9: Screenshot of the prototype (online) - AR based visualisation of maintenance instructions

Figure 10: Screenshot of the prototype (online) – Addition of AR based service reports
After synchronisation with the server, the new service report is available in the ARM management system and can be opened directly from this point in the 3D viewing system (Figure 1). The problem metadata, e.g. author and date of the report, the description and the photo with redlining marks are added as additional pages within the PDF file. The deposited part names are direct links to the virtual parts. The illustration of service reports as additional PDF files has further advantages: if needed, service reports can easily be saved and distributed and from now on be opened in the free available Adobe PDF Reader without ARM management system connection.

Figure 11: Screenshot of the prototype (online) – Visualisation of service reports

6. Conclusion and future work

The presented AR based approach on the offline generation and the online usage of maintenance instructions as well as the online reporting are a significant part in the authors’ overall concept for AR based onsite facility maintenance. The implemented prototype was successfully verified in a controlled, but real environment. Through the consistent use of formulised information exchanges based on the XML format, this approach is universally suitable to different PLM systems and CAD file formats. The developed ARM management system is a web based solution and will be extended with the viewing functionalities. The aim is a complete transformation of the 3D viewer functions within the web-based environment to reduce the number of software systems, e.g. only need for Adobe Acrobat Professional.

The hybrid 3D tracking method has high potential to be used in maintenance processes. After the successful initialisation, the point based tracking is robust and fulfils the identified requirements. However, the edge based tracking works for maintenance objects, which are very close to the virtual models. This approach is a very good choice for mechanical engineering, but contains weaknesses in civil engineering or shipbuilding. In these disciplines the real manufactured parts have rougher tolerances, which leads to a non-fitting of the ideal CAD edge model with reality objects. Therefore, a new approach based on parametric master models, which are directly adjusted in the real environment, are currently being developed by the authors. This approach uses 3D depth information from the smart device within the tracking initialisation process to adapt the virtual model. The metaioSDK, which is currently being used for implementation, will be replaced in order to realise this function.
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